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Introduction  

 Easy to use interface for vulnerability data  

 Data from several sources  

 Browsable by vendor, product, version, type, date…  

 Vulnerability statistics, trends, reports  

 Integrated OVAL definitions  

CVEdetails.com is a vulnerability database web site, developed by Serkan Özkan,me , as a personal project. Since I was tired of looking 
for a reliable and easy to use data source for vulnerabilities I developed CVEdetails.com. When I need a way to view related OVAL 
definitions I developed itsecdb.com.  
Vulnerabilities and other data like vendors, products and versions are all browsable so it is easier to find what you are looking for.  
CVEdetails.com provides unique vulnerability statistics and reports.  
Data from several sources are merged by CVEdetails.com, which allows users to access information easily.  

  



Data Sources 

 
Data sources with white backgrounds are not added yet but work is in progress.  
NVD is the main data source. OVAL definitions are imported from several sources including Mitre, NIST, Red Hat etc.  
Other data includes : Additional vendor supplied data (currently available only for Red Hat products)  

  



NVD – Main Data Source  

 NVD CVE XML feeds  

 Updated daily  

 XML data => database  

 CPE Names => Vendor, product and versions  

 The data is as good/bad as NVD data  

 Improvements in NVD data quality will automatically improve CVEdetails data  

More information about NVD feeds can be found at http://nvd.nist.gov/download.cfm  
NVD data quality may be improved. CVEdetails.com already has some features (like ratings, item merge suggestions) that may be used 
to improve data quality. (but those features are not popular)  
Data collected from all sources are processed and correlated using CVE ids and URIs.  

  



Features  

 Browsable : By vendor, product, version, category, date…  

 Sortable : By CVSS Scores, number of vulnerabilities …  

 Searchable : Vendors, products, versions, vulnerabilities …  

 Categorized : Sql injection, XSS, DoS …  

 Reporting : Vulnerability statistics, trends for vendors, dates  

 Integration : RSS feeds, embeddable widgets, JSON API  

Browsable : Vendors, products, versions, vulnerabilities and several other data are easily browsable  
Categorized : Vulnerabilities categorized by keyword matching and cwe ids  
Sortable : All listings are sortable, by cvss scores, alphabetically, by date etc.  
Searchable : Vendor, product, version and vulnerability search  
Reportable : CVEdetails.com includes several unique vulnerability reports  
Integration : CVEdetails.com provides rss feeds, embedable widgets and json api for integration with other applications, sites  

  



Browsable, Sortable  

 
List of vendors can be filtered by initial character of vendor name.  
The list can be sorted by vendor name, number of products and number of vulnerabilities.  

  



Browsable, Sortable  

 
List of vulnerabilities can be filtered by year, month, cvss scores. The list can be sorted by cve ids, cvss scores and number of exploits.  

  



Categorized  

 
Vulnerabilities are categorized by keyword matching and cwe ids. Categorization provides easier access to vulnerabilities.  

  



Reports  

 
It is possible to generate a cvss score report for vendors, products or versions.  
In this screenshot vulnerability score distributions are compared for 2009,2010 and 2011  

  



Reports  

 
This chart shows distribution of cvss scores of vulnerabilities of Apple products between 2009 and 2012. Bubble sizes represent number 
of vulnerabilities in the given range.  

  



Integration  

 RSS Feeds  

 Embedable widgets  

 JSON API  

 All integration options are customizable by :  

o Vulnerability types  

o CVSS scores  

o Exploits  

o Vendors, products and versions  

Customizable feeds allows users to subscribe for feeds that fit their needs. For example a user can subscribe for vulnerabilities of all 
Oracle products, or vulnerabilities of any version of Microsoft Sql Server, or vulnerabilities of PHP 5.3.2. Or a user can subscribe for only 
sql injection and cross site scripting vulnerabilities of Wordpress.  
Vulnerability list widgets can be embedded into any web page as an iframe.  

  



Custom Feeds & Widgets  

 
Custom feed and widget generation for Apple Mac Os X.  
It is possible to generate custom widgets or feeds for any vendor, product or version.  
For example you can subscribe for only sql injection vulnerabilities of a specific version of Joomla.  

  



Embedable Widget  

 
You can embed a custom list of vulnerabilities to any web page in an iframe.  

  



Vulnerability Details  

 Vulnerability details  

 CVSS score  

 Related OVAL definitions  

 Products & versions affected by the vulnerability  

 References (with some additional details)  

 Related metasploit modules  

 Quick links to external sources  

 User comments  

 Additional vendor data (if available)  

External sources include Secunia, Nessus plugins, NVD, Mitre, Xforce  
Registered users of CVEdetails.com can add comments to CVE entries.  
Additional vendor data is only available for Red Hat products (since only Red Hat provides such data)  

  



Vulnerability Details  

 





 

Detailed list of affected products and versions; and list of related references.  
Some references include additional data not provided by NVD like exploit information from exploit-db  
Metasploit modules (if any) related to the CVE entry are also listed in vulnerability details page.  

  



OVAL Integration – www.itsecdb.com  

 www.itsecdb.com, is another project by Serkan Özkan  

 OVAL definitions from several sources like Mitre, Red Hat, NIST etc  

 Easy to use, human readable interface for OVAL data  

 Full OVAL definition details with variable expansion  

Full OVAL definitions with variable expansion is a unique feature of itsecdb.com and allows users to view exactly what is defined by the 
OVAL definition.  
OVAL definitions may contain variable references which should be evaluated at runtime. For example if a variable contains the value 
read from a registry key this value can be referenced in another OVAL definition. itsecdb.com resolves these references and expands 
referenced variable values.  

  



Advantages  

 Saves a lot of time, saves you from getting lost in OVAL xml jungle  

 Allows you to manually verify vulnerabilities exactly the same way as automated scanners  

 Fully integrated, cross referenced with CVEdetails  

 Browsable by source, type, vendor, product, versions  

 Browsable by specific objects (file, registry keys etc)  

OVAL xmls are really complex files with several cross references and it is really hard to manually view full details of an OVAL definition.  
If you want to manually and precisely verify an OVAL definition you need to read first.  
All OVAL data is cross referenced with CVE data so users can navigate between OVAL definitions, CVEs, vendors, products and 
versions.  
Browsing by OVAL objects is a great feature of itsecdb.com, which allow users to view a list of all definitions related to a specific object 
like a file, a registry key etc.  

  



Readable OVAL Definition  

 
Variable expansion is marked with a yellow background. The value of SystemRoot value under 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion key will be read at runtime and placed here. For example 
if the value of that registry value is C:\Windows then the full path of the file will be C:\Windows\System32\msasn1.dll  

  



Browsing By Filename  

 
Browsing definitions by windows file object : OVAL definitions that refer to schannel.dll  
This listing contains OVAL definitions from multiple sources, so a user can easily view OVAL definitions related to schannel.dll  

  



Browsing By Registry Key  

 
List of OVAL definitions that reference "SOFTWARE\Apple Computer, Inc.\Safari"  

  



Browsing By Patches - Patch <=> CVE  

 
Users can view list of OVAL definitions related to a patch, and the OVAL definition is linked to a CVE entry. So it is possible to see the 
vulnerabilities fixed by this patch.  

  



Planned Features  

 Vulnerability data from more sources : twitter, mailing lists, other vendors, by crawling 

reference urls  

 Vulnerability alerts by email*  

 More SCAP implementation, starting with OCIL (Open Checklist Interactive Language)  

* If a sponsor is found  
I’ve already completed most of the required work to add data from mailing lists, twitter and crawling vulnerability references.  
Vulnerability alerts need a decent hosting solution which requires a sponsor or more resources.  
I believe OCIL checklists can be useful and I am planning to add OCIL checklists to CVEdetails.com in the near future. (Users will be 
able to complete and evaluate questionnaires online)  

  



Even More  

 Working on a (authenticated) vulnerability scanner/analyzer which will use both structured 

(OVAL, CVE data etc) and non-structured data (definitions, references, mostly free text) to 

discover vulnerabilities  

This project is progressing really very slowly, since I don’t have enough time to work on it.  

 


